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Room-Temperature Si Etching in NO/F2 Gases and the Investigation
of Surface Reaction Mechanisms
Satomi Tajima,* Toshio Hayashi, Kenji Ishikawa, Makoto Sekine, and Masaru Hori

Plasma Nanotechnology Research Center (PLANT), Graduate School of Engineering, Nagoya University, Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku,
Nagoya, Aichi, Japan 464-8603

ABSTRACT: We have been investigating a plasmaless Si chemical dry
etching in NO/F2 gas mixtures using the F produced by the exothermic
reaction of F2 + NO → FNO + F at room temperature. The effect of the
change in the flow rate ratio of NO and F2, f NO/f F2, on the etch rate, the
chemical bonding structures, and the surface morphology was measured by
laser microscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectrometer, scanning
electron microscopy, and scanning white light interferometry and results
were compared with the calculated F flux. Total energy variations and their
changes in chemical bonding structures before and after the reactions of
molecules in the gas phase and the Si surface were considered using the
molecular orbital (MO) method. On the basis of the MO calculation using
a Si(100)-2×1 cluster model, F was necessary to form a dangling bond at
the surface of Si that would trigger subsequent chemical reactions of Si with
F2, NO, F, or FNO. The etch rate and surface roughness increased with the addition of NO up to the fNO/f F2 = 1.0 to 1.5 and
then decreased due to the reduction of F flux in the gas phase together with the presence of the Si-NO and the Si-FNO bonds
that would block the interaction of Si with F2 and F.

1. INTRODUCTION

A new Si dry-etching concept that is safe, low-cost, and low-
energy-consuming is necessary to fabricate surface texturing of
solar cells1 through silicon via (TSV) integration architecture
for multilayered packaging,2 removal of sacrificial layer of
microelectromechanical system (MEMS),3 and cleaning of the
chamber wall of chemical vapor deposition (CVD).4 The
isotropic Si etching5 is normally performed either by the wet
etching,6 by the chemical dry etching that produces atomic
fluorine (F),7−9 or by the plasma dry etching that produces F
and F ions.10 F reactions on the Si surface have been intensively
studied since the 1980s, and various reaction models have been
proposed.11−20 Wet etching techniques require expensive harsh
chemical disposals. Chemical dry etching techniques use
expensive or highly reactive gases such as XeF2, BrF3, BrF5,
ClF3,

1,7 and plasma dry etching techniques must use the
expensive power supply and the high vacuum equipment to
generate plasmas.10

To improve the safety, reduce the process cost, and eliminate
the harsh chemical disposal for the environment, the chemical
dry-etching process utilizing F in the NO/F2 gas mixture has
been proposed. The mixture of F2 and NO gases produces F by
the reaction of F2 + NO → FNO + F at room temperature.
Detail investigations of F2 and NO reaction and the
determination of rate coefficient calculation were performed
in the 1950−1970s,21−25 and the results indicated that the
addition of NO plays an important role in controlling F density.
Hoell et al. reported that the density of F almost linearly
increased with NO/F2 molar fractions at 0 to 0.20.23

Lee et al. reported that mixing NO with F2
26−28 or NF3

29,30

downstream plasmas produced F radicals, resulting in etching
of Si at the rate of 22−24 μm/min. Recently, the NO and F2
mixture was proven to clean the SiNx deposit in the thin-film
process chamber wall without using plasmas.31−33 However, the
effectiveness of plasmaless Si chemical dry etching in NO/F2
gases has not yet been reported.
In this study, we performed the plasmaless Si chemical dry

etching using NO/F2 gas mixtures. First, we calculated the
excess energy of FNO and F produced by the reaction of NO
and F2 gases. Changes in chemical-bonding structures and total
energies of Si before and after the reaction with F2, NO, F, and
FNO were calculated by the molecular orbital (MO) method to
estimate the possible surface reaction pathway during chemical
dry etching. Then, we varied the flow rate ratio of NO/F2 at a
room temperature and elucidated the contribution of F2, NO,
F, and FNO to the Si etching by measuring the etch rate,
surface chemical bonding structures, and surface morphology
while comparing the calculated F flux. On the basis of MO
calculation results and experimental results, we were able to
optimize the Si etch rate and surface morphology for desired
applications such as the solar cell surface texturing, the through
hole etching of TSV, and the sacrificial layer removal of MEMS.
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2. THEORETICAL CALCULATION
The chemical reaction pathway between F2 and NO in the gas
phase was first calculated using B3LYP/6-31G+(d) in the
Gaussian program34 to estimate the change in total energy
before and after the reaction. Then, the change in chemical
bonding structure and total energies of Si before and after the
reaction with F2, NO, F, and FNO were calculated using
B3LYP/6-31G+(d,p). The Si(100)-2×1 cluster model was
employed to describe the top four layers of the Si surface. We
assumed two initial surface conditions: one is two Si−H bonds
at the surface (Si9H14), simulating Si−H terminated surface
after HF cleaning, and the other is one Si−H bond and one Si
dangling bond at the surface (Si9H13), simulating activated
surface. Changes in total energies of F2, NO, F, and FNO and
Si (Si9H13 and Si9H14) were plotted while varying the distance
between Si and F2, NO, F or FNO from 3.0 to 1.1 Å by every
0.02 to 0.1 Å.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
p-Type Si (100) covered by 1 μm thick SiO2 mask with 15 μm
× 15 μm square patterns and nondoped Si (100) without
patterns were prepared, and they were diced into 5 mm × 15
mm samples. The patterned Si samples were used for the etch
rate measurement, whereas precleaned nondoped Si samples
were used for chemical analysis and surface morphology
measurement. Nondoped Si samples were cleaned with
acetone, ethanol, deionized (DI) water, 13% hydrochloric
acid, and 49% hydrofluoric (HF) acid for 5 min, followed by
rinsing the wafer with DI water for <5 s to terminate the Si
surface with H.
Samples were introduced in the Pyrex tube with the inner

diameter of 25 mm and the length of 150 mm and placed on
top of the alumina plate, which was covered by the aluminum
foil, as shown in Figure 1. The temperature of the top surface of

the alumina plate was measured by the K-type thermocouple.
The Si sample was exposed to the gas mixture of NO at flow
rate, f NO, of 0 to 8 sccm (0 to 1.4 × 10−2 Pa-m3/s) diluted with
the Ar at a flow rate, fAr, of 46.5 to 54.5 sccm ((7.9 to 9.2) ×
10−2 Pa-m3/s), and the Ar/5%-F2 at a flow rate, fAr‑5%F2, of 54.5

sccm (9.2 × 10−2 Pa-m3/s), corresponding to a F2 flow rate, f F2,
of 2.7 sccm (4.6 × 10−3 Pa-m3/s) at a room temperature of T =
300 K. The flow rate ratio of NO and F2, fNO/f F2, changed from
0 to 3. The pressure in the Pyrex tube was maintained at 600 Pa
throughout the process time, t, of 5 min for Si etching with the
SiO2 mask and 0.5 min for the nondoped Si etching.
The Si etch rate was calculated from the etched depth at the

middle of the 15 μm × 15 μm pattern measured by laser
microscopy (VK-9700, Keyence, Osaka, Japan) divided by the

etching process time of 5 min. Surface chemical bonding
structures were analyzed by transmission Fourier transform
infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy (Nicolet 8700, Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA) with the scan number of 128 and the
resolution of 4 cm−1. The etched sidewall and the bottom
morphology were observed by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) (S-5200 Hitachi High-Technologies, Tokyo) with an
acceleration voltage of 2 kV and the magnification of (1−20) ×
103, and root-mean-square (rms) roughness measured from the
10 μm line profile in the 10 μm × 10 μm image captured by
scanning white light interferometry (SWLI) with a 50×
objective lens (Zygo, New View 6200, Zygo, Middlefield,
CT). The etch rate and surface morphology were measured
nine times from multiple samples.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Prediction of F2 and NO Gas-Phase Reaction.

Figure 2 shows the difference in total energies and geometries

of F2 + NO and FNO + F calculated by B3LYP/6-31 G + (d)
in Gaussian 03. The calculation is based on the following
procedures. First, the distance between N of NO and F of F2
was set to 3.0 Å, indicating that F2 and NO were not chemically
reacted. Then, the distance between F and N reduced by every
0.1 Å until the potential energy became minimum to form the
intermediate product of F-FNO. F-FNO was produced from
the NO/F2 gas mixture exothermically, and the difference in
total energies of F2 + NO and F-FNO was −1.3 eV. Next, the
one of the F of F-FNO shown in Figure 2 was separated from
FNO to produce FNO + F. The distance between F and F was
changed from 2.1 to 3.5 Å in every 0.1 Å. Although the total
energy of FNO + F was 0.2 eV higher than that of F-FNO, this
endothermic reaction can be proceeded by the help of energy
released (−1.3 eV) from the exothermic reaction of F2 + NO
→ F-FNO. The difference in total energies of F2 + NO and
FNO + F was −1.1 eV. This excess energy released (1.1 eV)
was distributed to F (0.8 eV) and FNO (0.3 eV) based on the
inverse of mass fraction.

4.2. Prediction of the Reaction of F2, NO, F, and FNO
with Si. (i) F2, NO, F, and FNO Reaction with Si9H14. We first
evaluated the reaction of F2, NO, F, and FNO with H-
terminated Si surfaces using the Si(100)-2×1 cluster model
(Si9H14), which simulates the nondoped Si (100) sample

Figure 1. Experimental apparatus for the plasmaless Si chemical dry
etching.

Figure 2. Relationship between the total energy variation during the
reaction of F2 + NO → F-FNO →FNO + F and the reaction step
calculated by B3LYP/6-31+G(d) in Gaussian 03.
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cleaned with HF and terminated with Si−H bonds in this
experiment. The distance between the Si atom located at the
top of the surface and the gas atoms and molecules (F2, NO, F,
and FNO) was reduced from 3.0 Å in every 0.1 Å, and the
change in total energies was plotted with respect to the each
reaction steps. We found that activation energies of 1.5 to 3.0
eV were necessary for the reaction of F2, NO, and FNO with
Si9H14. Therefore, these reactions would not happen in our
process chamber at a room temperature. Experimental results
confirmed this calculation that no etching was actually observed
when Si was exposed to NO or F2 gas alone at the room
temperature.
The Si9H14 could only react with F with the activation energy

of 0.3 eV, as shown in Figure 3a. In the chamber that was

maintained at 600 Pa, we consider that most of the total energy
of F produced by F2 + NO → F + FNO at 0.8 eV calculated in
Section 4.1 was lost due to the collision with atoms and
molecules present in the gas phase such as Ar, F, NO, F2, and
FNO before reaching the Si surface. However, the small
fraction of F has enough total energy to overcome the
activation energy of 0.3 eV to initiate the reaction between H-
terminated Si and F to form a dangling bond at the Si surface
(Si9H14 + F → Si9H13 + HF). Once the dangling bond is
formed, the Si9H13 + F → Si9H13F reaction proceeds even at
the room temperature. Experimental results confirmed that the
presence of F by mixing NO- and F2-initiated Si etching on the
H-terminated Si surface, which indicated the presence of F with
the total energy sufficient to overcome the activation energy of
H-terminated Si, followed by the F reaction on the Si surface
with the dangling bond. After the Si9H14 reacted with F, two

different structures with one dangling bond could be formed, as
shown in Figure 3b. One was Si9H14F that had the dangling
bond at the second layer of Si (100), denoted as (i) in Figure
3a, and the other was Si9H13 with the dangling bond at the first
layer of Si (100) (Si9H13) and released the HF. The exothermic
energy of −2.0 eV was released from the reaction of Si9H14 + F
→ Si9H13 + HF (denoted as Figure 3b(ii)). Because the
Si(100) - 2 × 1 cluster model uses the Si−H bond instead of
the Si−Si bond at the second through fourth layers, the Si9H14F
shown in Figure 3b(i) might not represent the actual chemical
bonding structure. Therefore, we would consider reactions of
Si9H13 shown in Figure 3b(ii) with F2, NO, F, and FNO in the
next section.

(ii) F2, NO, F, and FNO Reactions with Si9H13. In this
section, reactions of Si9H13 with F2, NO, F, and FNO will be
discussed. The Si9H13 with one dangling bond, as shown in
Figure 3b(ii), would react with F2, NO, F, and FNO
exothermically. The change in the total energy before and
after the reaction of Si9H13 + F2, Si9H13 + NO, Si9H13 + F, and
Si9H13 + FNO was −3.5, −1.1, −3.8, and −4.1 eV, respectively.
When F2 approached the dangling bond at the Si surface, two
Si−F bonds were formed at the first and second layer and one
dangling bond was initiated at the first layer, as shown in Figure
4a. When NO and F approached the dangling bond at the Si

surface, Si9H13NO and Si9H13F were formed, respectively, as
shown in Figures 4b and 4c. When FNO approached the
dangling bond at the first layer of Si9H13, several different
chemical structures of Si9H13FNO were formed before reaching
the chemical bonding structure that had minimum total energy,
as shown in Figure 4d.
The relationship between the reaction steps and the change

in the total energy with the corresponding chemical bonding
structures of Si9H13FNO are shown in Figure 5. The distance
between the Si dangling bond and N in FNO was changed from
3.0 Å in every 0.02 Å. 49 reaction steps were necessary to form
Si9H13FNO with the minimum total energy, as shown in Figure
5a. First, the FNO attached the Si dangling bond (reaction
steps n = 1∼12) and the total energy was reduced −2.8 eV
(reaction step = 13). Then, the NO rotated with respect to the
Si−F bond and moved to the middle position of the Si−Si
bond at the first layer (reaction steps n = 13∼46). The Si−Si
bond at the first atomic layer was separated, and one or two
dangling bonds were formed (reaction step n = 39 for two
dangling bonds, n = 46 for one dangling bond). The NO was
then incorporated at the backbone of the Si−Si bond to form

Figure 3. Change in the total energy during the reaction of F with the
Si(100)-2×1 cluster model (Si9H14) calculated by B3LYP/6-31+G-
(d,p) in Gaussian 09. The distance between Si and F decreased from
3.0 to 1.1 Å by every 0.1 Å. (a) The total energy variation versus the
reaction steps when F approached to Si. (b) A dangling bond (marked
by the arrow) could be initiated at the second layer at the fifth reaction
step (i) and at the first layer at the 26th reaction step (ii).

Figure 4. Change in the surface chemical structure of the Si(100)-2×1
cluster model with one dangling bond (Si9H13) after the reaction with
F2, NO, F, and FNO present in the process chamber was calculated by
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) in Gaussian 09. The chemical structures of (a)
Si9H13 +F2, (b) Si9H13 + NO, (c) Si9H13 + F, and (d) Si9H13 + FNO
that had minimum total energies.
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the Si−NO−Si−F bond shown in Figure 5b (reaction steps n =
47∼49).
MO calculations indicated that F2, NO, F, and FNO

contributed to the change in surface chemical bonding
structures of Si once the dangling bond was formed by the
reaction of F with H-terminated Si. In the next two sections, we
empirically evaluated how F influenced the change in the Si
etch rate with the different f NO/f F2 and considered the validity
of MO calculation results.
4.3. Change in Etch Rate with the Addition of NO. The

etched depth at the center of the 15 μm × 15 μm pattern of the
p-type Si (100) sample exposed in the NO/F2 gas mixture for t
= 5 min was measured by laser microscopy while varying the
f NO/f F2 from 0.0 to 3.0. The etch rate was calculated from the
etched depth divided by t = 5 min, and results are shown in
Figure 6. The etch rate linearly increased to ∼5 μm/min with
the fNO/f F2 up to ∼1.0. The etch rate then decreased gradually
at 1.0 < f NO/f F < 2.0, followed by the significant reduction at
2.0 < f NO/f F.
To understand the cause of the change in the etch rate with

respect to the f NO/f F, we estimated the F flux responsible for
the etching. First, the density of F in the chamber was
calculated based on the following two chemical reactions where

the reaction 1 is the generation of F and the reaction 2 is the
loss of F.

+ → +F NO F FNO
k

2
1

(1)

+ →F NO FNO
k2 (2)

According to Rapp et al.,21 the rate constant of reaction 1, k1, is
6 × 10−13 cm3/s. Hoell et al.23 evaluated the validity of k2/k1
ratio with the presence of diluting gases such as N2 and stated
that k2/k1 ≈ 1 was realistic to describe the generation and loss
of F. Therefore, we assumed k1 = k2 = 6 × 10−13 cm3/s in this
study. Densities per unit volume of F2, NF2, and NO, NNO, were
calculated by the ideal gas law.

= =N n V P RT/ / (3)

where P was the partial pressure of F2 and NO (PF2 = 14.8 Pa,
PNO = 0−44 Pa), V was the volume, R was the gas constant (R
= 8.314 J/mol-K), and T was the temperature inside the
chamber by assuming that the increase in the temperature due
to the exothermic reaction of eq 1 was negligible (T = 300 K).
On the basis of eq 3, the net density of F present in the unit
volume, NF‑net, by reactions 1 and 2 was calculated. First, the
density of F generated by the reaction 1, NF‑generation, was
calculated by

=‐N t k N Nd /dF generation 1 F NO2 (4)

τ= =

= ∼ ×

‐

−

N k N N t k N N

0 1.2 10 mol/m

F generation 1 F NO 1 F NO

2 3
2 2

(5)

where τ was the residence time of the process gas in the Pyrex
tube (1.9 × 10−3 s), which was calculated by the volume of the
tube, V (7.6 × 10−5 m3), divided by the effective pumping
speed at 3.9 × 10−2 m3/s. The reminder of NO density after the
reaction 1, NNO′, was calculated by subtracting NF‑generation from
NNO ((0−5.8) × 10−3 mol/m3). Because NF‑generation > NNO′,
reaction 2 was limited by the NNO′. Therefore, the density of
FNO, which was the same as the density loss of F, NF‑loss, could
be calculated as

= ′ = ′

= −
‐

‐

N t k N N k N

k N N

d /d

( )
F loss 2 F NO 1 NO

2

1 NO F generation
2

(6)

Figure 5. Change in the total energy during the reaction of the FNO
approaching the surface of Si(100)-2×1 cluster model with a dangling
(Si9H13) bond was calculated by B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) in Gaussian 09.
The distance between Si with the dangling bond and FNO was
decreased from 3.00 to 2.06 Å by every 0.02 Å. (a) Total energy
variation versus the reaction step when F approached the dangling
bond. (b) Change in chemical bonding structures during the reaction
of Si9H13 + FNO → Si9H13FNO (reaction steps at 1, 12, 13, 39, 46,
and 48).

Figure 6. Relationship between the etch rate and the flow rate ratio,
f NO/f F2. fAr‑5%F2 = 54.5 sccm (corresponding f F2 = 2.7 sccm) remained

constant while varying f NO from 0.0 to 8.0 sccm and fAr from 46.5 to
54.5 sccm. The pressure of the chamber was maintained at 600 Pa
throughout the process time of 5 min. 10% of F atom flux approaching
the Si surface, ΓF‑react, was calculated and shown in the dotted line.
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= −‐ ‐N k N N t( )F loss 1 NO F generation
2

(7)

The net density of F, NF‑net, which was the difference between
NF‑generation and NF‑loss, was calculated from eqs 5 and 7 by
substituting t = τ.

= − = ∼ ×‐ ‐ ‐
−N N N 0 8.1 10 mol/mF net F generation F loss

3 3

(8)

The flux of the F approaching the Si surface, ΓF, was estimated
as35

Γ = · · ̅‐ ‐N v1/4F net F net F (9)

where vF̅ was the average speed of F at 576 m/s at T = 300 K.
According to Ninomiya et al.,36 10% of the ΓF‑net approaching
the Si surface reacted with Si to form a SiF4 to complete the
etching reaction. Therefore, the F flux responsible for etching,
ΓF‑react, could be calculated by multiplying the reaction
probability, γr, of 0.1.

γΓ = ·Γ‐ ‐F react r F net (10)

Changes in the ΓF‑react with respect to the f NO/f F2 are
depicted in Figure 6 with the dotted line. The ΓF‑react increased
with f NO/f F2. The etch rate and the ΓF‑react showed the similar

trend up to the f NO/f F2 ≈ 1.0 with respect to the change in the

fNO/f F2. This indicated that the increase in the etch rate in this
region was based on the increase in supplied F from the gas
phase. However, the etch rate and the ΓF‑react showed the
opposite trend at 1.0 < f NO/f F2 < 2.0, where the etch rate was

reduced to 20% at 1 < f NO/f F2 < 2, whereas the ΓF‑react increased

∼25%. At the f NO/f F2 > 2.3, the etch rate decreased much more

rapidly than that at 1.0 < f NO/f F2 < 2.0, whereas the ΓF‑react kept

increasing with the f NO/f F2.
4.4. Change in Surface Chemical Bonding Structure

with the Addition of NO. To explain the discrepancy of the
relationship between the etch rate and the ΓF‑react with respect
to the f NO/f F2 at above 1.0, surface chemical bonding structures
were measured by the transmission FT-IR, and the results are
shown in Figure 7.
Five main peaks were observed in the wave numbers from

650 to 1350 cm−1, that is, 643−767, 767−841, 865−1010,
1012−1137, and 1137−1311 cm−1. Their peak height increased
with the addition of NO. On the basis of the references and
prediction of peak position of Si9H13X (X = F2, FNO, NO, F,
OH, O2) structures calculated by B3LYP/6-31G+(d,p) in
Gaussian 09, the candidates of the chemical bonding structures
are listed in Table 1. Absorbance spectra at 643−767 cm−1

correspond to the F−NO asymmetric stretching (752 cm−1).
Absorbance spectra around 767−841 cm−1 correspond to the
Si−O bending (810 cm−1),37 the Si−N stretching (820
cm−1),37 and the N−Si−F stretching (827 cm−1). Absorbance
spectra around 865−1010 cm−1 correspond to the Si−F
stretching (940 cm−1),38 the Si-NO bending (900−1000 cm−1),
or both.37 Absorbance spectra around 1012−1137 cm−1

correspond to the in-phase Si−O/SiO stretching (1069,38

1075,37 1080,40 and 1014 cm−140 when the O is located in the
backbone of the Si−Si and 1102 cm−1 when the SiO bond
formed at the surface). Absorbance spectra around 1137−1311
cm−1 correspond to the out-of-phase Si−O/SiO stretching
(1130−1150 cm−1)39 and the Si−NO stretching (1181 cm−1

when NO was placed in the middle of the Si−Si backbone).

FT-IR results confirmed the presence of the −F, O/−O,
−NO, and −FNO functional groups at the surface of Si, as
shown in Figure 4 and 5. The presence of O/−O peaks was
due to the post-etching reaction between the dangling bond at
the Si surface and O2 in the atmosphere. The broad absorbance
spectra at 1137−1311 cm−1 were the indication of the presence
of the Si−NO/Si−FNO bonds with different chemical bonding
structures, as shown in Figure 5. The significant increase in
peak intensities at 865−1010, 1012−1137, and 1137−1311
cm−1 was observed with the increase in the fNO/f F2, indicating
the presence of the dangling bond that can react O2 in the air
and Si−NO at the Si surface with the addition of NO.

4.5. Change in Etched Morphology with the Addition
of NO. The side and the bottom walls of the etched Si samples
at different f NO/f F2 were observed by SEM, and representative
results are shown in Figure 8. Unlike conventional plasma-
induced Si etching,35 it was found that etched surface became
rough with the addition of NO to F2, as shown in Figure 8a.
The etched Si bottom and the side surfaces treated at f NO/f F2 ∼
1.5 (Figure 8a, fNO = 4 sccm) had three different sizes of
surface pits whose diameters were (i) 50−100 nm, (ii) 300−
600 nm, and (iii) 2−5 μm, as shown in Figure 8b. The top view
of the etched bottom surface is shown in Figure 8c at f NO = 1,
3, and 8 sccm. The change in the density of three different sizes
of etch pits (i)∼(iii) was observed with the addition of NO.
Etch pits (i) and (iii) were first initiated at the f NO = 1 sccm
( f NO/f F2 ∼ 0.4), followed by the increase in etch pits (ii) at the

f NO = 3 sccm ( f NO/f F2 ∼ 1.1). The etch rate was maximum
under this condition, as shown in Figure 6. When the f NO = 8
sccm ( f NO/f F2 ∼ 2.9) was added to F2, etch pits (i) and mesh-
like structures were observed, but the etch pits (ii) and (iii)
were not observed.
Surface morphology of nondoped Si (100) etched for 30 s

was measured by SWLI, and results are shown in Figure 9. The

Figure 7. FT-IR absorbance spectra obtained from the nondoped Si
sample etched in the mixture of f NO = 1−8 sccm, fAr = 46.5−53.5
sccm, and fAr/5%‑F2 = 54.5 sccm, corresponding f F2 = 2.7 sccm while
maintaining the chamber pressure at 600 Pa during the process time of
0.5 min.
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ΓF‑react determined in Section 4.3 was also plotted with the
dotted line in Figure 9. Rms roughness increased proportionally
to the squares of the f NO/f F2 up to f NO/f F2 = 1.25 to 1.5 and

decreased rapidly above f NO/f F2 = 1.5. The maximum rms

roughness of Si etched at f NO/f F2 = 1.25 to 1.5 was 12 times

higher than that of Si treated at f NO/f F2 = 0. Rms roughness at

f NO/f F2 = 3.0 became less than 1/6 of that at f NO/f F2 = 1.25 to
1.5. The rms roughness, the etch rate, and the F atom flux did
not have correlation by comparing Figures 6 and 9. The change
in the rms roughness with the different f NO/f F2 can be
explained by the presence of the SixHy-F2, SixHy-NO, SixHy-F,
and SixHy-FNO chemical bonding structures shown in Figures
3, 4, 5, and 7 based on the MO calculations and FT-IR
measurement results. The etch rate reduction between 1.0 <
f NO/f F2 < 2.0 could be explained by the presence of Si−NO and
Si−NO−Si−F bonds at the surface that would partially
interfere with the F and F2 reaction to Si. Furthermore, when
f NO/f F2 > 1.5, a significant amount of Si−NO or the Si−NO−
Si−F bonds was formed at the Si surface that would completely
block the dangling bond at the Si surface for the reaction
between Si and F or F2. This would lead the drastic etch rate

Table 1. Candidate of the Chemical Bonding Structure of the Observed FT-IR Peaks from the Si Surface Etched in NO/F2 Gas
Mixture at Room Temperature in Figure 7

peak no. wave numbers candidate of the chemical bonding structure

1 643−767 cm−1 F−NO asymmetric stretching (752 cm−1)
2 767−841 cm−1 Si−O bending (810 cm−1)37

Si−N stretching (820 cm−1)37

N−Si−F stretching (827 cm−1)
3 865−1010 cm−1 Si−F stretching (940 cm−1)38

Si−NO bending (900−1000 cm−1)37

4 1012−1137 cm−1 in-phase Si−O/SiO stretching (1069 cm−1,38

1075 cm−1,37 1080 cm−1,40 and 1014 cm−140

when the O is located in the backbone of the
Si−Si, 1102 cm−1 when the SiO bond formed at the surface)

5 1137−1311 cm−1 out-of-phase Si−O/SiO stretching
(1130−1150 cm−1),39 Si−NO stretching
(1181 cm−1 when NO was placed in the middle of the Si−Si backbone)

Figure 8. SEM images of the etched feature of the p-type Si (100) samples after exposing to the NO/F2 gas mixture for 5 min. Patterned Si wafer
was etched while changing the NO flow rate f NO = 1−8 sccm and the Ar flow rate fAr = 46.5−53.5 sccm with the constant fAr/5%‑F2 at 54.5 sccm,
corresponding f F2 at 2.7 sccm, and the chamber pressure at 600 Pa. (a) Cross-sectional images of the etched feature with the SiO2 mask consisting of

15 μm × 15 μm square opening. (b) High-resolution SEM image of the bottom surface of the etched feature. (c) Top view of the etched bottom
surface exposed in the gas mixture.

Figure 9. Relationship between the surface roughness and the flow
rate ratio, f NO/f F2. fAr‑5%F2 = 54.5 sccm (corresponding f F2 = 2.7 sccm)
remained constant while varying f NO from 0.0 to 8.0 sccm and fAr from
46.5 to 54.5 sccm. The pressure of the chamber was maintained at 600
Pa throughout the process time of 0.5 min. 10% of F atom flux
approaching the Si surface, the ΓF‑react, was calculated and shown by
the dotted line.
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and roughness reduction shown in Figures 6 and 9 at f NO/f F >
1.5.
The formation of different chemical bonding structures of

SixHy-F2, SixHy-NO, SixHy-F, and SixHy-FNO at the Si surface
that was calculated and measured in this study is considered to
be the main cause of forming textured surface with different
sizes of micro- and nanoscale etch pits, as shown in Figures 8
and 9. The model surface of H-terminated Si that reacted with
F2, NO, F, and FNO is depicted in Figure 10a. Different sizes of

etch pits shown in Figure 8 are considered to be initiated by the
different Si etch rate by the presence of chemisorbed F2, NO, F,
and FNO at the Si surface, the location of the dangling bonds
formed by the reaction of F2, NO, F, and FNO with Si, and the
generation of desorbed molecules such as SiF2 and SiF4.
When F2 reacts with Si with the dangling bond, modeled as

Si9H13 in this study, the new dangling bond is formed and the
first and the second layers of Si−Si bonds are broken, as shown
in Figure 4. The formation of this new dangling bond at the Si
surface may react with another F2, NO, F, and FNO, leading to
initiate a new dangling bond or to form SiF, SiF2, SiF3, and
SiF4. The removal of Si atoms from the different layers of Si
lattice by desorbing SiF2 or SiF4 molecules leaves etch pits with
various sizes. The same phenomena − the cascade of the
dangling bond formation, dangling bond reaction to F2 and F,
formation and desorption of SiF2 and SiF4, and the creation of
etch pits − may be observed when Si with the dangling bond
reacts with FNO. One or two new dangling bonds may be
initiated when FNO reacts with Si by breaking Si−Si bonds as
shown in Figure 5b, reaction steps n = 39 and 46. FNO may
also form a chemical bonding structure of SixHy-FNO without
the initiation of the new dangling bond, as shown in Figure 5b,
reaction steps n = 13 and 48. When these chemical bonding
structures are present at the Si surface, the etching would be
prevented to form island, as shown in Figures 10b and 10c.
F may react with the dangling bond at the Si surface without

initiating the new dangling bond, as shown in Figure 4c, but F

may react with the H-terminated Si without the dangling bond
to form a new dangling bond by extracting HF, as shown in
Figure 3. Therefore, the same reaction cascade to form etch pits
by the reaction of F2 or FNO with Si is expected with the
chemical reaction between F and SixHy. On the contrary, NO
reacts with the dangling bond at the Si surface without forming
a new dangling bond, inhibiting the further chemical reaction of
Si with F2, F, and FNO. Therefore, the surface would not be
etched, and the island formation would be expected, as shown
in Figures 10b and 10c. All gas-phase molecules and atoms such
as F2, NO, F, and FNO react with Si at different speeds. The
reaction site and the position of the newly formed dangling
bonds that would initiate the etching and the speed of the
formation of desorbing molecules such as SiF2 and SiF4 are
random. From these reasons, unique surface morphology with
different sizes of etch pits (i)∼(iii) shown in Figure 8 is formed
by the chemical dry etching using NO/F2 at room temperature.
We have evaluated the use of NO/F2 gases at room

temperature to texture the surface of the single-crystal Si solar
panel to improve the efficiency of converting light into
electricity by reducing reflectance from the Si surface.
Preliminary results showed that the reflectance of nondoped
Si surface etched in the NO/F2 gas mixture at fNO/f F2 ≈ 1.0 to

2.0 was ∼20%, which was 1/2 of the reflectance of untreated Si.
These results indicate that the Si surface texturing using the
NO/F2 gas mixture is the effective method to promote the light
absorbance of solar cells by reducing the reflectance
significantly.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The NO/F2 gas mixture was successfully used for the
plasmaless Si etching using the reaction of F2 + NO → FNO
+ F. According to the MO calculation, F at the excess energy of
0.8 eV was generated by mixing NO and F2 at a room
temperature. We found that F must be present to start the
etching process at the Si−H-terminated surface by calculating
the changes in chemical bonding structures and total energies
before and after the reaction of F2, NO, F, and FNO with
Si9H14 by the MO method using the Si(100)-2×1 cluster
model. Once the dangling bond was generated by the reaction
of Si9H14 + F → Si9H13 + HF, F2, NO, F, and FNO may
exothermically react with Si9H13. NO and F reacted at the
dangling bond to form the Si−NO and the Si−F bonds,
whereas F2 and FNO broke the Si−Si bond and formed the Si−
F and the Si−NO−Si−F bonds.
Si etch rates, surface chemical bonding structures, and surface

morphology were measured when Si was exposed to NO/F2
mixtures at a room temperature while changing the fNO/f F2. F

flux was calculated based on the generation of F (F2 + NO →
FNO + F) and the loss of F (F + NO → FNO). The etch rate
and rms roughness increased up to the f NO/f F2 = 1.0 due to the

increase in the F flux from the gas phase. However, the Si etch
rate gradually decreased at 1.0 < f NO/f F2 < 2.0 by the formation

of the Si−NO or the Si−NO−Si−F bonds that would partially
block the Si etching by F and F2, forming nonuniform etch pits,
even though F flux was increased. Further addition of NO
formed the dense Si−NO or Si−NO−Si−F bonds at the Si
surface that would completely block dangling bonds for F and
F2 reaction, producing the smooth surface.

Figure 10. (a) Model Si surface with the presence of F2, NO, F, and
FNO. (b) Cross-sectional SEM image of the etched feature of Si with
the presence of different sizes of etch pits. (c) Magnified view of the
etch pits of panel b. The SEM images of panels b and c were taken
from the cross-section of the Si with the SiO2 mask consisting of the 8
μm × 8 μm square opening when the sample was exposed to f NO = 5
sccm and the Ar flow rate fAr = 49.5 sccm while maintaining the
constant fAr/5%‑F2 at 54.5 sccm, corresponding f F2 at 2.7 sccm, and the
chamber pressure at 600 Pa.
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